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Issues in surgery can be related to collaboration problems such as miscommunication and misunderstanding. Analysis of these 

collaborative situations can be done by experts, but it is a long and complex process. Moreover, this approach does not allow for 

real-time analysis and feedback on the collaboration. Some recent approaches aim to assess and model the quality of collaboration 

using measures that can be computed in real-time (e.g., non-verbal, gaze, physiological data). Considering some of the challenges 

related to the evaluation and modeling of collaboration, we are working on a tool that aims to compute metrics in real-time to 

report on the quality of collaboration within a group. This would allow us to act before a critical situation emerges. We first apply 

this tool to a collaboration situation in a virtual environment to test their effectiveness and their effects on the situation before 

applying them in a real situation as surgery. 
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1 CONTEXT 

Operating rooms (OR) have been extensively studied among the critical systems domain to prevent adverse events 

and improve surgical practice, tools or training [14]. Our previous work studied robotic surgery from the surgeon 

perspective [13] and from the team perspective [3]. A surgical team is typically a small team composed of an expert 

surgeon, surgeon assistant, anesthetist, nurse anesthetist and circulating nurse. In surgery, a number of issues are 

related to miscommunication and misunderstanding among them. These issues as well as a lack of other non-

technical skills such as decision-making, leadership and situation awareness, increase risk of surgical complications 

[8]. Human factors (HF) specialists can manage to analyze working situations and identify issues than can be 

remediated, this is a long process based on postures, speech and activity analysis. Moreover, HF approach in the OR 

is not a routine procedure. Our research focuses on the detection of collaboration issues among the team, for 

debriefing purposes or to provide feedback on collaboration in real-time and detect issues such as 

misunderstanding or coordination problems. 

Since the beginning of seminal research on multimodal human-computer interaction [7], much progress has been 

made in capturing users’ activities to assess various individual and team processes. Indeed, the number of sensors 

and the general computing power available to researchers have increased substantially. The capture and processing 
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of complex social behavior data such as gaze, gestures, speech and para-verbal data are now possible in real-time. 

This has contributed to the increase in research on modeling and detecting collaboration using multimodal data 

over the past decade. 

For efficient collaborative activities, collaborators must have an updated representation of the collaborative 

situation. To do this, they construct together a shared mental model of the situation. This representation has several 

names in the literature (common ground [1], common frame of reference [4], etc.) and refers to the sum of shared 

information about the understandings, knowledge, beliefs and assumptions between two or more people during an 

activity [1]. This mutual knowledge is necessary. Collaborators must continuously update their representations of 

the situation during the activity. Meier et al. [6] propose a framework to describe different aspects of the 

collaborative process involved during collaborative activity. Some of them are involved in maintaining common 

ground.  These aspects are communication, coordination, joint information processing, interpersonal relationship and 

motivation, In this model, each aspect has several dimensions that all play a role in the activity, such as sustaining 

mutual understanding and dialogue management for communication; information pooling and reaching consensus 

for joint information processing. This framework is used by studies that attempt to detect collaboration using 

multimodal signals such as speech, activity, physiological or gaze [2,5,10,11].    

In a literature review on modeling co-located collaboration, Praharaj et al. [9] propose some high-level indices to 

evaluate collaboration based on Meier et al.’s dimensions. These indices are synchrony, equality, individual 

accountability, intra-individual variability, information sharing, mutual understanding, and reciprocal interaction, 

each measured using low-level metrics. In a later paper, Praharaj et al. [10] propose an overview of collaboration 

indicators from audio, based on the indices postulated above. They propose parameters which variation would be 

indicators of the collaboration quality: dominance, rapport, expertise, active participation, roles, and knowledge co-

construction. These parameters are calculated using low-level indices like speaking time distribution, turn-taking, 

overlap, discourse analysis or synchrony in audio features. An other work of Schneider et al. [12] presents a survey 

of uses of multimodal data to capture different collaboration constructs. Regarding collaboration processes, authors 

report indicators most present in the literature to assess collaboration. They report verbal indicators such as 

participation in discussion, similarity of discourse, equality of contribution as relevant indicators of collaboration 

quality. Authors also mention that episodes of synchrony (physiological, posture) between participants and joint 

visual attention can be used to predict collaboration quality. Schneider et al. [12] provide a list of collaboration 

indicators used and measured in studies across a wide variety of contexts and tasks. The authors raise the question 

of the transferability of multimodal collaboration analysis to other domains. 

Thanks to the advances in multimodal data research described above, and those first predictors of collaboration 

found in the literature, we are building an experimental platform to aggregate and update in real time data whom 

model a partial view of the activity. 

2 GOAL 

Our approach is to apply and test the effectiveness of the collaboration indicators presented above. We conduct this 

in a small group collaboration situation in a controlled virtual environment to measure collaboration problems in 

different ways. Using a virtual reality collaborative task has the advantage of collecting precise behavioral data but 

more importantly, enable fine control of the collaboration situation and the deployment of a variety of feedbacks in 
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response to users' actions and collaborative states. The application of measures and augmentations of collaboration 

in virtual reality allows us to test their effectiveness and their effects on the situation before applying them in a real 

situation. 

We conducted two experiments in which two people had to collectively complete a puzzle-solving task in a virtual 

environment (Figure 1). The first study aimed to evaluate the impact of adding collaborative cues in the virtual 

environment on the quality of collaboration and co-presence. The second study focused on the use of non-verbal 

and gaze measures to report the level of collaboration during the activity through the evaluation of some 

collaboration behaviors and processes. We collected and synchronized audio, video, gaze, and activity data for each 

collaborator in the virtual environment in real time. Using this data, we derived and computed some metrics such 

as speech time distribution, turn-taking, overlapping and joint visual attention events during activity execution. 

Figure 1: Virtual environment and collaborative task 

3 CHALLENGE 

The analysis of collaboration raises several challenges. In most collaborative situations, it is difficult to distinguish 

what is a good or lower collaboration. Signals indicating the quality of collaboration can vary depending on 

factors such as the task, team composition, or individual elements related to collaborators, making it complex to 

standardize the assessment and recognizing what constitutes good collaboration. 

A second challenge is measuring collaboration. One of the most common solutions is the intervention of an expert 

to assess collaboration during the activity. However, this method of assessment is limited because it is not 

repeatable and can only assess a specific collaboration situation. Another solution is to start from a known situation. 

In both cases, a relevant analysis of the quality of the collaboration and of the processes underway during the 

activity is performed, but these approaches are not compatible with real-time feedback on the level of collaboration. 

To do this, many indicators are proposed in the literature to evaluate collaboration processes. However, these 

indicators may be linked to factors that depend on the context of the collaboration. Considering these indicators in 

contexts where they are not relevant could have negative effects on measurement of the collaboration. 

Another challenge is to automatically identify and measure relevant indicators for reporting the level of 

collaboration in the collaborative situation. This would involve considering parameters such as the composition of 

the team, the expertise of each person, the roles of the collaborators or their proximity. It will also be necessary to 

consider the task performed and the interactions that they involve between the collaborators. This would imply the 

design of collaboration profiles / collaborative situation profiles depending on these parameters, to select relevant 

indicators to evaluation the collaboration. 
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4 CONCLUSION 

With respect to the severity of problems and limitations of assessing the quality of collaboration in surgery, it would 

be useful to have real-time feedback on the quality of collaboration. Keeping in mind the challenges presented, we 

are working on a tool that compute real-time collaboration indicators to report on the quality of collaboration and 

to prevent emergence of incidences. Preliminary results of the tool using non-verbal and gaze measures to 

distinguish good from poor collaboration are encouraging. 
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